






















Here's What You 

Get With The 

Roof Medic™

Service 

Roof Integrity Assessment 

Purpose: Determine needs and identify areas that 
need particular attention. 

We systematically evaluate your roof- including 
the rows, flashings, vents, boots, identify leaky 
valleys, curling or broken shingles, and more. 

Once we determine the condition of your roof, 
we give you a full report and the recommend 
any preparation necessary for proper treatment. 

Pre-Clean Preparation & Set-Up 

We carefully prepare your home for the safest, 
most gentle and effective cleaning possible. 

We protect each aspect of your property so 
there is little to no risk of damage during the 

process (i.e. ladder tilt-offs, downspout blocks, 
equipment calibration, and property assessment 

Active Treatments Keep Your Roof Free 

of Moss & Algae for longer 

periods of time 

Active treatments eliminate the root of the 
problem instead of just temporarily pause it. 
Nothing lasts forever but treating the source 
instead of whats visible guarantees a much 
longer lasting result, keeping your roof looking 
and lasting like new without moss, mold and 
algae. 

Our approach preserves your 

roof-it doesn't damage it like 

many roof cleaning methods. 

The Roof Medic™ is the best 

choice to keep your roof system, 

your family, your pets, and your 

home safe from harsh methods or 

ineffective treatments. 

Roof Mold, Algae, Debris, Gutters, 

and Downspouts Check 

Purpose: Identify the severity of the growth on 

the roof and evaluate the condition of gutters and 
downspouts. Most of these are fully functional but 
need a little bit of basic cleaning (which we offer at 
no additional charge as a part of our service) prior 
to the cleaning treatment. 

Examine full roof to see what kind of 

treatment(s) are needed. 

Effective & gentle cleaning and 

clean-up of all the roof debris 

Your'e not left with a mess, we completely clean 
and clean-up your home when we are finished. 

If anything is ever missed, we'll come back 
immediately to correct it, no questions asked. 

Enjoy Ongoing Service Guarantees 

and Future Maintenance Solutions. 

We guarantee repairs to your roof are fixed right 
the first time. You'll never get the, "Oh that repair 

was for something different''. If any of our repairs 
fail, we'll promptly repair it FREE during the 
same season we fixed it. 

If there is any moss, mold or algae growth within 

two years of service, we will come and re-treat 
the roof at no extra charge. 

Choose The Roof Medic™ by Clean America: All the benefits you 

hoped for ... plus the things you didn't know to ask for! 

Licensed· Bonded - Insured· L/C # ROOFMRM874LO Call Today For A FREE Cleaning Inspection: 

P.O. Box 8098, Bonney Lake, WA 98391 253.862.4412 or 877.999.7663 




